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At the seme time x9 the above work. the use Of 
photosensitive proportional counters YBS suggested 
independently by2*ogomola”, Dub*‘ws’Kii and Pesko” *or 
plasma studies. They demonstrsted their idea with 8 
smell multiwire chamber with a LiF window, filled with 
helium and toluene vapors. Toluene has an ionization 
threshold Of 8.5 e" (1460 A). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years there has been a great deal Of 
effort spent o* the development Of photosensitive wire 
chambers. *lthaugh the field haa a long history, the 
renewed intereat CB” by traced back to the work of 
Seguinat and Ypsilantia. They suggested adding a 
photosensitive gas to a proportional counter. fitted 
“it,, a UV transparent window, as a meana of detecting 
the W photons produced as Cherenkov radiation in 
m-e*. 

To demonstrlrte their idea, they constructed the 
inBtIWLQeLlt shorn in Fig. 1. The light sour-cc 
consisted of a volume of pure argon excited by a,, 
alpha sO”rCe. This produces lidht in the 9-1, eY 
range. The detector was a multiwire chamber filled 
with srwn, C02, and benzene. me photosensitive 
naterid “as b*nsene rittl a threshold *or the 
phOtOeleCtric effect Of 9.15 eV (1355 A). With this 
setup. they were able to show that single photon 
counting we.9 possible. 

me development of wire chnmbers "Sing 
photosensitive gases, R"d later photosensitive 
liquids, has done in three major directions. The 
first, is 85 R replacement f"L- photomultiplier tubs, 
PMT, for paa scintillation propartione1 counters. me 
second, is for Ring ImHpine Cherenk"" detectors. The 
third, ia 89 the photo" sensor for the Bcintillstor 
BsFZ. We will discuss all three fields here; although 
it 19 not possible to cover these topics completely in 
a work or this length. In particul,ar, the field of 
-E;: 3,p”;;;y=“;, ;;:~;,,,;a;,,p-;~. reviewed 

complete bibliogrephy Will be provided. 
A fairly 

we trill alsO 
restrict ourselves to detectors tilnt detect light, and 
are not just madrrntyi by photons such ~9 multiatep 
avalanche detectors. 

2. cspc 

A gas scintillation proportional counter, GSPC, 
is a type Of proportions1 counter with an energy 
resolution f-or x rays a t-actor Of two better than 
conventional wire chambers. Although the designs Of 
the GSPC vary dramatically. the prigcy e is best 
exhibited in th* parallel plate design in Pig. 2. 
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Fig. 2 Paralle& plate gas scintillation propartionel 
counter 

Pig. I Photoeensitiy proportional counter and 
“Y ganarator 

The GSPC consints Of A volume Of pure noble gas, 
usually at 1 etm. Region C of Fig. 2 is an absorption 
region, deep enough to stop entering X rays. The 
primary electrons liberated by the X ray are drifted 
out of this region by a smell electric field and into 
region El. Here the electric field is adjusted such 
that the electrons gain enough energy betree” 
collisions with the gas, to emite the atoms but not 
ionize them. The excited etoms fOrIn B Rydberg 
molecule Which de-excites giving a broad continuous 
spectrum. The emission spectrq “f argon, krypton and 
xenon are show” in Fig. 3. The UV light is then 
either con”erted in a vn”elen&th shifter and detected 
by a glass PMT or detected directly by a quartz PMT. 
(See Refs. 8 and 9 *a* a review on this GSPC.) 

Development Of Proportion*1 counters “sing 
Photosensitive Cases end Liquids 
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Pig. 3 Al‘gon, krypton and xenon emission spectra7 

The noble ~*a of choice Par GSPC’s has been 
xenon. This is becau*e of it* high X-ray stopping 
parer and ita higher W photon yield. *l*o, its 
softer apectmm makea light detection easier. But, 
the quartz PpIT’s uaed ere very expensive and greatly 
limit detector design. 

It raw firat suggested by Polioarpo 10 that w 
photoaensiti”e “iI-* Chmb** or photo-ionieetion 
detector, PID, could he used to replace the PMT for B 
GSPC. This would offer an instment with the energy 
resol”tia” Of w CSPC, and the imaging cap*bilitie* Of 
w “ire chamber. Such W” i”*tme”t whould also be 
1~~s e~pensivs to construct end be much less eensiti”e 
to mgnetic fields. 

The *irat ooupling of a GSPC,e,? photosensitive 
detector was achieved by Pesko”. The i”*tP”m?“t, 
sham in Pig. 4, raw w hybrid using two PHTs at the 
side of the DSPC, filled with argon plus a little 
xenon, for the energy determination. The position of 
an event was determined by LLI, array of “end” type 
proportia** oounters looking from below. The 
photosenaitivs yes used “~7 trimethylamine, sensitive 
in the 1050-1550 A region. A” energy reaol”tio” Of 
12% Pyxw raw measured for 5.9 keV X rays, wit,, a 
powition r*sol”tio” Of about 0.3 mm. The enerSy 
re.Olution “aa improved to 9.7% FVHM with the uee of B 
Penning gas mixture, differentially mired. 

The first demonatretion of a true PID cwpled t9 
w GSPC www made by Charpak, Policarpo, and Sauli. 
Their instrument is whom wchematicwlly in Fig. 5. 
The PID used triethylamine. TEA, with a threshold of 
7.5 eV (1653 A) 811 the photosensitive gas. The gas 
Wirture “we 03% ar&o”, 3% TEI, and 14% methane. 
Becauee of the hi&h threshold of TEI, the CSPC Saa was 
Kr and a LiP rindor separated the two sections. whey 
measured an energy resolution of lO.S% FW” for 5.9 
Lrev x rays. This same group had first intfyduced TEA 
for Cherenkov Ring Imaging with Ypailantis. 

1 

Fig. 4 Cns scintillation proportional counter with 
PMT readout and photosensitive ,, 
“end’,-type proportion*1 counter 
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Fig. 5 Gas scintillation proportional count*r7 
coupled to R photo-ionization detector 

The “SW “f xenon a* the CSPC gas ua*,4made 
possible by the introduction. by *“derson, Of 
tetrakis(dimethylamino)ethylene, TABS, with 
threshold of only 5.36 eV (2315 A). This laxer 
threshold ha.? the additional advantage of allowing 
quartz windows to be used which are considerably more 
rugged and less expensive ttmn the flouride windows 
used with the other photosensitiva gases. 

The detector used in the himYe work is Show” in 
Fig. 6. The PIPS was filled with 90% ergon and 10% 
methane (P-10). 
TMliE (0.38 TOIT 
the gas. The CSPC we9 il curved grid type 
wtm filling Of pure xenon. An energy resolution Of 
9.5% FWHM we9 “eas”red !-or 5.9 ke” x rays. 
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Fig. 6 Curved grid gas scintillation proportional 
counter coupled to y4pkloto- 
ionization detector 
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The absorptia. length in TKAE Of **non light 
filtered by a guertr rindox "Be alao measured. 
llthaugh the averege croee section "Be **timeted et 38 
"b, it* 10" vapor prea*"re yield er. absorption length* 
Of 2, mm a** 11 mm et 20% and 30%. r*specti”ely. 
This is rn”Ch longer then the s”bmillimeter absorption 
length typic*1 *or TM. 

The next logical step in the development aT7PID's 
coupled to GSPC “aa made by Ku and Hailey. They 
built the *iret imaaging Pm. Their detector is ehmn 
in Pig. 1. The PID xae a nu1tirire proportions1 
counter with the event paaition determined from the 
induced signal on orthogonal cathode planes. The PID 
gas mixture xae 0.3 Torr of T”A.UE and 580 Ton of P-20. 
The GSPC wee filled with 1 atm of xenon. CO2 ~8s 
used for the window between the two detectors. An 
energy resolution of 9% F”KM wee measured far 5.9 ke” 
X rays, and a pasition msolution of 0.9 mm was 
achieved. They also tested the amae instrument with 
krypton in the GSPC and TEA as the phatoeensar. 
hltboueh the induced signal in the PID YBB narrower 
due to its shorter absorption depth, the position 
resolution measured was not better than with TMAE. 

3. CHERENKOY RING IMAGING 

The second major application of photosensitive 
wire chambers is particle identification using Ring 
Imaging Cherenkov RICH detectors. When a charged 
particle with velocity B(B=Y/C) passes through an 
optical medium, with index of refraction n, it emits 
UY photons at an angle Bc, given by the Cherenkov 
relation: 

co9 Bc - ihn I 

for Bn > 1. The photons emitted along the particle 
path are reflected by a spherical mirror of radiys r 
onto a focal surface of radms r/2. (See Fig. 9.) 

UillO, / 
Pig. 1 Inagin.g,~a* scintillation proportional rods"5 / 

EOUnter 

Ais an ermple of the kind of energy resolution 
possible with a CSPC coupled to a PID, Fig. 8 shovs a,, 
X-ray pulse height spectmm from unjmblished work by 
Andereon. The CSPC ras filled with xenon and an 
#a& PID with THAT3 wee used. The X-ray ao,,rce is 

Fe at 5.9 keV, yielding a,, energy resolution of 7.9% 
WM. Not. that the K line at 6.4 ke” is starting to 
be resolved at the rigfit. This is 88 good 88 the best 
measurements made with a PIIT. 

Pi&. 8 55Pe pulse height spctrum 

Fig. 9 Schematic yf ring-imaging Cherenkov 
experiment 

These photons fall on a circle of radius 

R = $ tan B 
c 

As ~8s first suggested by Seguinot and Ypsilentis.’ B 
photosensitive pra~ortionsl counter placed at the 
surface Of radius r/2 Could measure the value Of R. 
Thus one knows the B of the perticle. With a separate 
measurement of the particle momentum, the particle can 
be identified. It should also be noted thst since the 
trajectory of the particle. end therefore the center 
of the Cherenkov ring, can often be determined by 
external messurements. B single detected photon is 
Often enough to identify a particle. 

An impartent parameter for RICH detectors is the 
number of photons detected. This “umber can be 
calculated from 

N - No L sin2 Bc , 

where I ia the length of the radiator. The figure of 
merit, N , gives the spe~tra1 response of the detector 
to the Ci%mmkov radiation. (Also see Ref. 18.) 

As with the work done simultaneously with the 
GSPC. the introduction of the new photosensitive gsses 
defined the UY transparent windows used 8s well as the 
radiators. For reference Fig. 10 shws the absorption 
spectra Of four photosensitive saseyv and the 
trsnsmission of the UY windows available. 
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Fig. IO Absorption spectra of mm photasenaiQve 
gaaea and transmiaaions of “V xindovs 

,.I Spark Chamber Readout 

The first work in RICH detectors was done with 

$& 20%’ 
chambers with one-dimensional 

The first t”o-dimensiap41y,F~B~~~~ 
ring wee recorded by Charpak et al., 
chamber employing a spark chamber and video readout. 
Pi&we 11 shors a schematic of their detector. The 
instrument wee a multiatep avslanche chamber with a 
triggered spark chamber as a second step. separated by 
LL drift m&x, to prevent @,oton feedback end to allow 
for triggering time. The gas filling ~88 helium with 
about 5% TEA. A CeF2 window was used. Entering “Y 
photone were converted to eleotrons by the TEA. These 
electrons “ore amplified in the first step of the 
detector which then mused a spark rhioh was read out 
at the back by B TV omera. 

1 
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Pig. 11 Schematic pf ring-imaging Cherenkov detector 
srperiment 

Two Cherenkov radiatora were uaed in the first 
teat: e 5 m thick UP radiator, and then B 1 m long 
ergo” radiator in the configuration of Fig. 12. PO* 
1.5 GeV/c protona they detected 1.7 photons per event 
xith the argon radiator. The integrated imas-e of 30 
events is shorn in Pig. (3. The spot in the center is 
due to the direct ionization of the beam particles. 
The ring radius xaa R - 24.42 t 0.22 mm with a 
standard deviation of 2.05 mm. 

Fig. 12 Fk;Z,‘;m:q~+ al Cherenko” setup with **go* 
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Fig. I3 Cherenkov rin& fyj30 e”e”ts with 
t .5 Pa/c protons 

In lster work the same group measured an average 
of 6.8 photons per event, for IO GeV/c pions, with the 
redi~pra;i~;“f with 1:6 stm of argon. This yields m 
N In this work they alao made the first 
dLno”stratio” Of mm in 8 RICH detector. 

3.2 Cathode Readout 

The first RICH detector used in an actual high 
experiment is in experiment E-605 at 

Two detectors are used with a single 
15 m long helium redintor at 1 atm, used to identify 
hadrons between 50 B”d 200 CeY,c. The detectora 
mxh3i9t of tw multistep propopionel counters each 
with an active area of 40 x 80 cm 

The photoeeneitive gas used is TEA (3%) with 
helium (97%). The “Y vindovs ye made of CeP 
consisting Of e mosaic Of 10 x 10 cm crystal*. T?G 
detectors have ah¶*pti0*. presmplification and 
trmsfer regions. followed by 8 multivim propartionel 
CO”“t**. Cathode reP.db”ts give the I- and 
y-coordinate of the event, while the direct anode 
pulse provides the u-coordinate, 

For 70 cev/c pious they measured an a’*ry* Of 
2.5 detected photons per ring, or N * 24 cm . me 
measured position resolution YBS 2 mm0 FWHM with an 
sverege ring radius of 67 mm. The predicted Cherenkov 
ring centers of .3ll identified particles hitt& one 
of their mirrors are superimposed in Fig. 14. There 
are about 1000 events with kaons visible inside a pion 
ring. 
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Pig. 14 Cherenkov *vent* from E-60523 

AZ4 

Another technique has been wed by Coutrakon, et 
They built a test propOrtional counter with B 

combination of *nod* *ire and cathode pad readout, 
ueing a 18 x 18 cm CO2 window. The BBS filling was 
CH (97%) and TEA (3%). For their test they used a 
Cdrenko” radiator consisting of 5 m of ardor, (20%) 
*“d helium (80%) *t 1 atm. Pm 100 GeV/c m”ons they 
detected y average or about 4 photons per went, or 
A - 40 Em . Their position reaol”tio” “as 4 mm FWHM 
“Pth a ring ais* Of R - 70 mm. 

3.3 Tpc 

Another technique used for RICH detectors is the 
Time Pr 
Pig. 15.9 

ection Chamber, TPC, aham achematicelly in 
The electrons forming the Cherenkav ring 

*re drifted aidexaya into B multiwire proportional 
counter. The yzoordinate of an electron ia 
determined by the wire *truck. The r-coordinate is 
given by the arrival time of the electron. The 
advantage of such B scheme is that B much larger 
number of electrona CB” be detected per ring with B 
small “umber of chennels. The disadvantege ia that 
with a typioal drift velocity of 5-10 cm/p for the 
electron*, a lsrge detector will require * fairly long 
time between particles. This technique was first 
suggested for RICH applications and tygted with a 
one-dimensional deteotar by Ekelof. et al. 

Pi6. 15 Schematic of B time yJ*ction chamber for 
Chere”kov ring imaging 

Cherenkov detectors using WC readouts have been 
designed for a Delphi detector at LEP (CERN) and for 
th* Omega spectrometer at CERN. A test pj the Omega 
RICH detector has been cerried out. The photon 
delectors u** TMAE with two quartz window* 80 x 20 
cm . The electrons are drifted towards the center with 
B maximum drift of 20 cm. With B 2 m long argon 
radiator, they mensured an average of 3.2 photons per 
10 GeV/c pians with a position resolution of I .7 mm 
FWHN. Their final design with 8 5 m Cherenkov 
radiator is now in operation. (See P.H. Sharp, these 
proceedings.) 

A test detect$i for the Delphi elperime”t has 
also 2bee” tested. It consisted of a TPC with e 20 * 
20 cm quartz window. The gas mixture was methane 
(SO%), isobutane (20%). and TMAE. The Cherenkav 
radiator was 50 cm of isobutsne. With 10 GeV/c 
“egati”e particles, they detected an~were~e of (0 
photons per event yielding an N - 72 cm The final 
design with a 170 cm drift ig presently under test. 
(See T. Ypsilantis, these proceedings.) 

3.4 Needles 

The work on “eedle detectors 
f% Cherenkov 

experiments has bee” directed by 6. Comby at Saclay. 
slthough their “se was firs! suggested for RICH by 
seguinot and Ypsilanti*. The pbatoelectrona are 
amplified in the *+.rong field at the end of B needle 
(see Pig. 16). giving a large signal. The advantage 
is that R large number of photons can be detected at 
once. The disadvantagea are that they ar* difficult 
to COnst~Ct. the spacinl resolution is limited to the 
cell size, end a great ,deal of electronics is 
necessnry. 

hl 
“‘. ,l”r’, 

I:. &~ _ \ ~~-~:y- :::e-% L!J .:.E1~4,~1~.~1~,; N**a’-s ..,. .~T?‘.~_~ .._.___ Da*r I,“- 

mere Ye** ca”str”cted instruments with up to 
2500 needles with different needle spacings. With 8” 
instrument of 1008 needles, R CaF 

t 
window, and using 

TEA as the photosensitive meteris 
by 6 &Y/c pions in 

, the light produced 

detected. They 
B 93 cm argon radiator gy8; 

measured B” sveyge Of . 
photoelectrons per event. or N - 28 cm . 

0 

3.5 Low Pressure RICH -__----. 

One problem that has faced RICH detectors is that 
B high energy perticle passing thro”gh the detector 
liberates on the order of 103 electrons. I” a 
detector designed to detect one electron. this can be 
a SerioUS problem, and Often causes SpAPkirLg or photo” 
feedbeck. To amid this, most detectors have either 
been operated wt of the beam or with the region of 
the beam inactive in the detector. But. even these 
solutions are ineffective for the particle8 in the 
beam halo. 
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cEm3ac addrsas this problem the Charpak group et 
ha* cc".truct*d * small test lcv pressure 

chamber with *n absorption, B preamplificatic" end a 
transfer region. This was followed by * multiwire 
proporticnal counter in one ccnriguraticn. I" a 
seccnd dyisn, they ussd B psrallel plste r&c" end,? 
2 I 2 cm "wedge and *trip" printed circuit readout. 
The detector had * CaP2 window. The gas fillings v*r* 
TNAE p1ua 5 to 20 To** Of pure iscbutane. For single 
photon* they measured * high date&ion efficiency and 
better thsn 1 mm W"M poaitic" r**olutic", 

The advantage of cpersting * RICH detect"r at 
such e low pressure ia that it reduce* the amount of 
charge liberated by B paaeing particle by up tc twc 
orders of ma&!"itude. Also the u*e of "wedge and 
strip" cathode re*dcuts allow high event multiplicity 
Vith much fewer channel* for * "on-TPC design. 

Also *** Ref. 32 for additions1 wcrka on the 
subject Of RICH. 

4. Ed* SCIBTILL*TOR 

With the introduction of TI(AE. vith its low 
photo-ionization threshold, it xas natural to search 
for II mlid sointillatcr thet emitted light in B 
rwicn deteotable by the gas. 
marginal. BUCCBL)~ raa reported 

The firet,,$hc;;; 
by Anderson. 

8ci"tillatcr Y** BaF 
?I' 

which to date, emits light of 
the shortest ravelengt found. It is also the only 
**lid sei"tillatcr yet to be coupled to a 
photosensitive gas, though the search gces c". 

Aa a aci*ti11at0*, BaF 
z 

ha* many desirable 
characteristics. A* a ccmpar eon, Table I lists home 

NaI(T1). 
propertig~ Of B.F$ along with thcss of BGO and 

maxima. 
Unlike t e other two, BaP2 has two emission 

The ahcrter component peaks *t 225 "m snd 
CCUteins ebcut 20% of the light. This component also 
has a decay ccnstant ,ooO times faster the" those af 
long ccmpcnent snd about 500 times faster then those 
of BCO *"d N.I(Tl). Thus the short ccmpc"e"t is often 
referred to as the fast ccmpcnent. 

Table I 

Properties of Three Sointillatcrs 

BaP2 EGO NaI(T1) 

rlenaity (g/cm3) 4.9 7.1 3.7 
X*di*ticn length (cm) 2.1 I .I 2.6 
dE/dx (min)(W/cm) r6 8 4.8 
linear atten"atic" 

ccefficient 
at 511 ke" (cm-') 0.41 0.92 0.34 

Peak emission (m) 225 480 410 
310 

Decay constant (ns) 0.6 300 250 
620 

Index of refraction 1.56 2.15 1.85 
light yield 

(photona/NeV) MO3 
6.5.103 

2.8X103 4x104 

HYg*O.WCpiC AC NC Yes 

PC**. 33. 

efficiencies were measured at a few percent. This 
poor efficiency was due to the small overlap af the 
BaF2 spectrum with the detection response of TMAE in 
the gas phase, and to the poor light ccllectic" 
efficiency of the first setup. 

4.1 Liquid Pbotoca.bzdz 

In en attempt to improve the photon detection 
efficie"cyj4for BtF2. y "liquid" photocathode ~8s 
CC"C*i"*d. It 19 quite easy to cn1cu1ste the 

photocathode, E,,PC.'59Yb These BP* give" by 

%I - IP + P* + Y" 

ll"d 

%c = 1P * i'* (for Y" < 0). 

Here IP is the ionization potential in the g*8 phase 
and P+ is the polarization energy of the positive ion. 
Y is the @xund-state energy, vith respect to the 

value Y = -0.28 62" 
e", we b&e E 
('3100 A). TE 

* 3.82 P" (3246 A) and BLPEhreshald is 
***90* the photocathode 

higher is because the electrons released in the liquid 
must ""ercome Y to escape. Thus there are low energy 
electrons in thg liquid that. in principle, could be 
drawn from the surface if t'le electric field were high 
enough. 

The first liquid photocnthadr is *how in 
Fig. 17. It connisted "f 4 vatar-cooled copper plate 
*or condensing the TMAX: ""d R low-pressure rire 
chamber. The TMAE is extremely thin on the surface 
and thus the instrument cm be operated in any 
orientation. The cpticP.1 window Y89 made Of quartz. 
me counter gas YX3 only 3 lb** Of isOb"ta"* to 
increase the photoelectron colirction efficiency. In 
thnt work. the counter YRR operated warm with the 
photocathode kept at 18°C. "sing filters, a threshold 
of abo"t 4.3 e" YRS estimated. nod a much higher 
efficiency for the light from BaF2 was 81s" measured. 
The estimated qm"tum efficiency for the *hcrt 
ccmpO"e"t Of EM2 "8.S about 4%. 

w,,. i,-, 

i ““q-l, 

A’u’” ;Ly;;; 

, 
“.d” 

o..,,,l 
IS ,- 

a& IM.f 

cm ws* , ~PIOIR”<hrn r_ll ~ -(” 

Fig. 17 Liquid photocathode 34 

* second instrument ras made that incorporated a 
EM2 yysts1, 
shown I" Fig. Wf3' 

cm thick and 12 cm in diemeter, 88 
Again a lOti pressure Cc""ter was 

used, filled with 3 tc 9 Tcrr of iscbutane. This 1"~ 
pressure makes the wire chamber insensitive to the 
passing p*rticl*s, while enhancing the sensitivity to 
"V phctom. 
at 2°C. 

The TM*E VR~ condensed on a cold surface 

I" the firet work. * small BaF crystal was 
ccuplsd to a ainels wire proportiona12counter filled 

Using 350 NeY alpha particles. the electron 

with TNAN, argon (90%) and methane (10%) at 600 Torr. 
component of the signrrl had a rise time of only 10 "*, 

For g- 
and the ion drift time was only slightly "ver I p*. A 

rays in the I HeV range. detection timing resolution of 540 ps FWHM we.8 achieved. A" 
energy resclution of 28.5% FYHY was also measured for 
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OR Nik 
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CATHODES . . . . 
90% TRANS Li 
MESH L mm rupmv 

flh~/~~////mmm/7mrr , 1 mm PIwi 
AL”nlNlUn S”RF*CE 

Pig. 18 EM2 coupled to a liquid photocathode 38 

970 Me” p*Otor.e losing about 18 We” in the crystal. 
using the ame ilmtmment rith a cathode pad readout, 
a position reso1utioll Of about 3 mm FWM raa measured. 

4.2 *daorptio” and Gas 

It ras note28 that “hen T”*E is added to B 
detector, an the metallic S”*faCeB became 
photosensitive. TO utilize this effect. 

34 
complete 

EM calorimeter tore* “a- conatruoted, that used 
TX&i and 10” pressure chambers, but rithout coaling. 
A aohemtie Of the tore* ia sham in Fig. 39. The 
inetmment cansiated Of 14 orpte1s varying in 
thickness from 1 cm to 5 cm. A11 were 12.6 cm in 
diameter. The total thickness Of EM2 was 40.5 cm, 
making 19.3 radiation lengths. Each crystal X89 
preceded by its own rim chamber. The.aurfeces .,f the 
BaP 

a 
Crystals were coated with a 15 A layer of NiCr, 

whi h is B W tramparent conductive coating. wlen 
THAUE is introduced into the detector, the adsorbed gas 
acts as a photocathode. There is also some 
contribution from the gas volume. But the 
amplification in II 10~ pressure chamber is almost 
parallel plate amplification. Thus the mntribution 
from gaLI ia probably fairly small. 

The pulse-height spectra for 108 He” and 200 Me” 
electrons em ahom in Pig. 20. The resolutions are 
309 and 20% FYHII, respectively. B"t when correcting 
for tile energy leakage pys t';;e;fd""~.' t;;,~w,," 
PeBolUtior, Of o/E - 2.58 E 
Thin oorrection was made using the EGS Monte ~arlo 
simulation program. 

The energy dspoeit per crystal is shown in 
Pig. 21 i-or 108 lls” and 200 He” electrons, ae ve11 as 
for 108 HeV/c pions and muona. The energy depoSited 
in cwystsl 6 appeara low because it is 1 cm thick and 
the aurraunding crystals are 2.5 cm thick. This 

“~., Ye.. :!! ;.,.. :j i&; :j 
:“j ;[fj : ,I i;:,: L 111’ !,,~i~;_l;,~~~~,~~~,~i,i 

~;:;)..:/],;:, ,, :;‘, 
: U, ;$ f i ii, i j 1 j / ; @yj j,<,.” (,,:,:::i;,;$: i; 

&‘.: 1 : 11; 33 :, : j !* 2 kj j j ;,;I p I;4 jir j&z. q;,p&j 
1 
;> 

” ~4 1 I \I 

Fig. 19 BeF2 coupled to R liquid photocathode 38 

?OC 

n 

‘2 

2 

e- 
108 “e” 
,x t/*1 

Pig. LO t spectrrl for 108 Me” and 200 MB” 

figure show the advantage of using wire chambers over 
phototubes. One CR” achieve high segmentation and 
measure both the lateral end longitudinal development 
of the shover. 

In a “ew work by the Char*& group, 4o the effect 
of increasing the temperature of the detector to 
increase the TMAE pressure WI39 measured. They found 
that the energy resolution for 662 ke” gamma rays 
incresses up to around 10% and the” remained 
constant. The limiting resolution was 81% F,$HM. 

For a review on the subject of 10~ pressure 
counters, see Kefs. 4, and 42. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The modern field of ~rqortional counters using 
photosensitive gases and liquids is a new one, with a 
growing number of applications ap inve*tigators. 
Chambers of a lnrge fraction of 1 m e.re now possible 
with quantum efficiencies approaching 50%, and with 
millimeter position resolution. Only the three major 
applications Of the GSPC, RICH and BsF 

2 
have been 

addressed here. The techniques being eveloped are 
certainly applicable to other fields such a.9 the 
counting Of Lyman Alpha photo”9 in atomic physics. 
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Pig. 21 Energy depowit per crystal r-or 108 Me" 
*1*ct*0n*, 200 Me" e1eotrona. and 108 
&V/c pions and muons. Crystal 6 'qq 
only 40% aw thick 88 ita neighbors. 

The study of photosensitive gas** end liquids ia 
in need of much p,d academic “ark. Much of the 
existing xorh has been don* by pragmatic investigstors 
with * specific problam to solve. And thus, they w*r* 
often denied the luxury Of careful academic studies. 
(The ro*‘L o* T. *gailanti* an.3 collaboratars is e 
marked exception.) Academic institutions should be 
encourage* to bscome involvsd. An wramp1e Of a 
subject that would be suitable for academic study is 
th* liquid photocathode. Such questions 88 *p*ctr*l 
rea~onse. the effect of tem~eraturs. snd the role of 
the electric field ar* yet untouched. 
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